
 

 

 

 

 

Your visit to Turner Prize 2019 
 

On arrival: 
Entry to Turner Contemporary and the Turner Prize 2019 exhibition is free. Please use the main 

entrance where you will be welcomed by a member of staff. There are steps up to the main 

entrance – please advise your group to take care.  Should you require it, there is also a ramp. Group 

leaders will need to sign the group in at the front desk before entering the galleries. 

 

Opening times:  

Please note our opening times during Turner Prize 2019: 11am – 6pm, every day. Access will not be 

granted outside of these times. 

 

Coaches and Parking: 
If you are travelling by coach, groups can be dropped off at the gallery, but please note that there is 

no coach parking onsite. We advise parking coaches at the Dreamland car park (CT9 1XG) - charges 

apply. There is additional overfill coach parking at Trinity Square Car Park (CT9 1HR). 

 

There are seven disabled parking spaces on the piazza in front of the gallery for blue badge 

holders. Please note that we are unable to reserve these spaces. For alternative spaces, a parking 

map of Margate can be found here. 

 

Access: 
The gallery is fully accessible for visitors, with a ramp to the main entrance and café, as well as an 

internal lift to all upper floor galleries. Please see our accessibility page for more information, and 

contact the learning team if you have any questions or requests. 

 

Managing your group:  
Supervising adults are responsible for the welfare and behavior of your group.    

 Your group must be supervised at all times, including during booked sessions, at a ratio of 

at least one adult to every ten children. 

 We accept a maximum of 60 students at a time. Please split your classes into smaller 

groups of 15- 30 when navigating the gallery. 

 Please do not touch the art works in the exhibition. 

 We would really like you to draw in the galleries, but please only use pencils and dry 

materials. If there are a lot of people around an art work, please wait until they have moved 

on so that you can get the best view. 

 Please do not bring food or drink into the galleries. 

 

 

https://en.parkopedia.co.uk/parking/building/turner-contemporary-margate/?arriving=201908221330&leaving=201908221530
https://www.turnercontemporary.org/visit/accessibility


 

 

Lunch spaces: 
Due to lack of spaces, we are unable to provide lunch rooms for school groups. If you require a 

lunch space, you can enquire at the below organisations in advance of your visit. Charges apply.   

 

Dreamland (CT9 1XJ): learning@dreamland.co.uk   

Droit House, Margate Visitor Information Centre (CT9 1JD): visitorinformation@thanet.gov.uk  

01843 577050 

Margate Adult Education Centre – Hot Meals Now Canteen (CT9 1PF): hotmealsnow@gmail.com  

 

Pre Visits: 
There are some works in the Turner Prize 2019 exhibition which will be unsuitable for younger age 

groups. For this reason, we strongly recommend making a preliminary visit, and/or getting in 

contact with the learning team at learn@turnercontemporary.org or 01843 233 000 prior to your 

visit. Please use the artist information below as a guide. 

 

Laurence Abu Hamdan: Due to the upsetting content of his work, and under the 

consultation of secondary schools, we strongly advise admitting no groups under Year 9 

age to this gallery. 

Describing himself as a “Private Ear”, Laurence Abu Hamdan is an artist who works with 

sound, but also an Audio Investigator. The exhibition explores his reflections and findings 

from an investigation with Amnesty International into a Syrian regime prison, in which 

prisoners were kept in complete darkness.  

 

Helen Cammock: This gallery is suitable for all age groups. 

Helen Cammock is a British artist who works across film, photography, print and 

performance. Her work is all about revisiting moments in history to shed light on forgotten 

voices. The Long Note is a film that explores the how women were involved in the Civil Rights 

Movement in Derry, Northern Island, 1968, connecting a variety of female voices to this 

historical moment.  

 

Oscar Murillo: This gallery is suitable for all age groups. 

Oscar Murillo is a Columbian born artist who moved to the UK at 10 years old. He is well 

known for his use of materials and his mark making, and his exhibition features a mixture of 

paintings and installation. Influenced by experiences of different cultures, travelling and 

migrating, he explores ideas of movement, crossing borders, and communities.  

 

Tai Shani: Whilst this installation is suitable for all ages to view, the audio content, which 

can be listened to on headphones, contains sexually explicit content and is not permitted 

for ages 18 and under. 

Tai Shani creates dark and fantastical worlds to make us think about our own, which take 

the form of experimental texts, big installations, film, photography, and performance. DC: 

Semiramis is an imagined city made for and from women, based on 12 characters. Her 

exhibition features a huge immersive installation that brings this city to life, and is a site for 

performances of the 12 characters’ monologues. 

mailto:learning@dreamland.co.uk
mailto:visitorinformation@thanet.gov.uk
mailto:hotmealsnow@gmail.com
mailto:learn@turnercontemporary.org


 

 

Make the most out of your trip 
 

Book a learning session at the gallery: 
 Navigated Tour: A gallery tour but not as you know it! Our navigators skilfully guide you 

through the exhibitions, encouraging creative questioning as they go along.  

60 minute tour, Suitable for Key Stage 1 and up £3.50 per head + VAT, minimum of 10 per 

group or minimum cost of £35 + VAT 

 

 Turner and the Elements Tour: Adventure outside of the gallery to experience Margate and 

the elements through the eyes of landscape painter JMW Turner. During this interactive 

tour, pupils will learn about their local heritage and make their own watercolour paintings. 

This tour is designed to run in all weather conditions.  

60 minute tour, Suitable for Key Stage 1 and 2, £4 per head + VAT, minimum of 10 per group 

or minimum cost of £40 + VAT 

 

 Sensory session: Use tactile materials to make a collaborative response to the art around 

you in this sensory workshop.  

1 Hour, Suitable for Reception, Key Stage 1 and 2, and SEND groups, £3.50 per head + VAT, 

minimum of 10 per group (or minimum cost £35 + VAT. 

 

 Gallery Introduction: Turner Contemporary is located on the site where JMW Turner, one of 

the most famous artists in the world, came to create. Hear from gallery staff to uncover his 

story and find out more about the current exhibition on display.   

20 minute Introduction, Suitable for Key Stage 1 and up, £25 for a group of up to 30 people 

and accompanying adults. 

 
 Self-led visits: Book a self-led visit and use our specially made Turner Prize 2019 learning 

resources to help guide your group around the exhibition. 

 

Visit www.turnercontemporary.org/plan-your-visit/schools-colleges/ to plan your visit. 

 

Margate NOW 
During Turner Prize 2019, Margate NOW will be presenting a whole host of activity taking place 

across Margate. Margate’s world class art scene will be brimming with incredible installations, 

pop-up exhibitions, workshops, performances, and light projections. 

 

Visit https://www.margatefestival.org/now to find out what’s in store for your visit. 

 

 

Contact Us 
If you have any questions or concerns, please get in touch with the learning department: 

learn@turnercontemporary.org, or 01843 233 000.  to sign up to the learning mailing list Click here

and to receive monthly updates about the learning program. 
 

By signing up to Turner Contemporary’s learning mailing list you will get information about the gallery’s upcoming 

exhibition, its learning programme and community activities. You can unsubscribe at any time. Full details of our terms 

and conditions and our privacy policy are available at www.turnercontemporary.org 

http://www.turnercontemporary.org/plan-your-visit/schools-colleges/
https://www.margatefestival.org/now
mailto:learn@turnercontemporary.org
https://turnercontemporary.us14.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=f02a1f07b612f576c990d56bc&id=f80eb8362b

